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Abstract
Blockchain is a disruptive technology that is going to
bring about fundamental changes to the financial
services sector as well as to other sectors. It has
tremendous potential to change the activities of the
financial and banking sector. This technology provides
decentralized peer-to-peer cash flow at very high
speed and at lesser cost, which will result in
tremendous savings for the financial services sector. At

the same time, it may displace numerous entities in
this sector. In this paper, the researchers have
portrayed a holistic picture of Blockchain technology in
the financial services sector.
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Potential of Blockchain Technology in the Financial Services Sector
“The practical consequence […is…] for the first time, a way for one Internet user to transfer
a unique piece of digital property to another Internet user, such that the transfer is
guaranteed to be safe and secure, everyone knows that the transfer has taken place, and
nobody can challenge the legitimacy of the transfer. The consequences of this
breakthrough are hard to overstate.”
- Marc Andreessen

Introduction
The present generation of humanity is witness to

(IoT). It has more than 1,000 employees and $200

sweeping changes in technology and the Internet.

million investment dedicated to this technology. With

Individuals, corporates, entrepreneurs and society at

blockchain maturing over the decades, the world will

large have experienced tremendous advancements in

witness the holistic benefits of this technology on the

technology over the last one and half decade.

social, economic and technology landscapes. As per a
forecast by Gartner, approximately 10% to 20% of the

These unprecedented changes have not only impacted

global economic infrastructure will run on blockchain-

the way business or any transaction is done, they have

based systems by 2030. The technology will generate

also had an effect on decision making. There is a new

an annual business value of more than US $3 trillion by

ripple in the ocean of changes that is about to unruffle

that year.

the business community with its immense potential Blockchain technology. Though at its nascent stage,

Blockchain technology secures transactions without a

most people understand Blockchain technology as

central authority. It has derived its name from the fact

Bitcoin, which made headlines for either skyrocketing

that all transactions are bundled in a block, which are

or diving down since the year 2017. This is the first

cryptographically interlinked. Ralph C. Merkle, a

application of Blockchain technology and is expected

computer scientist patented a data structure of

to make new waves in the coming decades. Blockchain

verifying and handling data between computer

initially came into existence for financial transactions,

systems in 1979. In this data structure, validation of

but later, it found application in various business

data ensured that nothing was altered or changed

niches. The Blockchain technology market is expected

during transfer. This technology has acted as a base of

to grow to over $60 billion by 2024, growing at a CAGR

blockchain technology which was created in 1991.

(compound annual growth rate) of 79.6 percent during

Further, working on the same technology, in 2008,

that time. The potential of Blockchain technology was

Satoshi Nakamato conceptualized the distributed

also discussed in detail at Davos. As per World

blockchain. This technology utilizes a peer-to-peer

Economic Forum, approximately 10 percent of the

network with each transaction having time stamp

global GDP will be stored on blockchain by 2027.

verification. This distributed network secures the

Understanding the vast potential of this technology,

history of data exchanges and can be managed

companies and venture capitalists are pouring

autonomously without a central authority. Blockchain

investments to experiment on the same. IBM is

technology has integrated itself in the banking and

focussing on blockchain-powered Internet of Things

financial services sector across the globe due to its
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basic inherent characteristics of safety, security,

distributed databases, math and cryptography to

transparency, cost benefits and decentralization. It is a

record transactions. Multiple users from different

promising technology for the banking and the financial

parts of the world can access this distributed ledger

services sector, adding value to customer services.

even if they may not know each other. Blockchain

Global Fintech Report 2017 highlighted the growth of

keeps a record of all transactions (data exchanges) in a

blockchain technology. As per this report, 77% of

ledger. All these transactions are verified by peer-to-

Fintech institutes will adopt blockchain as part of their

peer nodes. These peer-to-peer nodes are known as

production system or process by 2020.

distributed ledgers. Once signed and verified, the new
transaction is added to the blockchain as a block and
then the same cannot be altered.

Technical insights
Blockchain is the latest branch of Information
Technology, which combines cryptography with

Three technologies that are combined in Blockchain

distributed computing. It is a list of blocks (Records)

are: a) Private key cryptography, b) A distributed

linked with previous blocks using cryptography. Each

network with a shared ledger and c) An incentive to

new block contains a record of transaction, time stamp

service the network's transactions, record-keeping

and cryptographic hash of previous blocks. It uses

and security.

Figure 1: Technology behind Blockchain

Source: Data flair
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a) Private key cryptography: Blockchain technology

technology, many people can write entries into a

creates a secure digital identity reference to all the

record of information, and peer group control how

users. This identity is based on a combination of

the record of information is amended and

p r i v a t e a n d p u b l i c c r y p t o g ra p h i c ke y s .

updated. So, every user at every node in the

Cryptography ensures that users can only edit the

network comes to the same conclusion and each

parts of the Blockchain that they “own”. Private key

user updates the record independently.

is necessary for the user for sending digital
property anywhere in the world where the
blockchain file can be accessed.

c) An incentive to service the network's transactions,
record-keeping and security: Incentive in the form
of Bitcoin is given to those who offer computer

b) A distributed network with a shared ledger: In the

processing power to serve the network.

distributed database created by blockchain

Operations

For approval of transactions and authorizations of

When any two persons wish to perform a transaction,

permissions, authentication should be combined with

both need to have a private key and a public key as the

distributed networks. As the networks are huge,

identity is established on the basis of the possession of

security of transactions may be an issue. Blockchain

a combination of private and public cryptographic

works on DLT i.e. a distributed ledger technology which

keys. Private Key and Public Key are combined to give

has no centralized storage or administrator, but is

an implied consent and creates a secure digital

shared, with consensus synchronized digital data

signature. Public key is how others are able to identify

geographically spread across multiple sites, countries,

the user and private key provides a powerful

or institutions. Banking and financial sector deal in

o w n e rs h i p to o l t h a t f u l f i l s a u t h e n t i c a t i o n

money and are susceptible to frauds and cybercrimes,

requirements. Public key is just a randomized

which are done away with a secure, non-corruptible

sequence of numbers and letters; therefore, it doesn't

technology operating on a distributed database

reveal the real identity of the user. Users are free to

system. Authentication and verification can be

generate as many key pairs as they want. It gives the

different blockchain considering its protocol. Each

owner power to digitally sign but does not authorize

blockchain has its own tailor-made verification

different actions like authorize transactions, transfers

process. One of the major shortcomings of this

and withdrawals, etc.

technology is that if an invalid transaction is verified by
51% or more peer-to-peer network, the transaction
will get approved and a new block will be added.
Though it is unlikely to happen, it is a security flaw that
may have an impact in the future.
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Figure 2: Working of Blockchain Technology

Source: https://www.inc.com/john-koetsier/how-blockchain-will-transform-business-in-3-to5-years.html

Figure 3: Applications of Blockchain technology in Finance

Source: https://www.blockchaintechnologies.com/applications/financial-services

Figure 3 is self-explanatory giving a broad view of the applications of blockchain technology in the
financial sector.
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Following are the areas of finance where Blockchain
Technology is used broadly:
Digital assets as an asset class: Blockchain created
something unique - Bitcoin. It has digital property, it is
uncopiable and limited in number.
Clearing and Settlement: Presently, buying and selling
of securities in the stock market takes just a
nanosecond to complete, but settlement and delivery
takes a longer time (T+2). Use of distributed ledger of
Blockchain technology will help to reduce this time
gap. Cost of transaction and verification can also be
reduced drastically.

transaction cost and enhance security. That will lead to
reduction of processing costs, stationery cost and
middleman commission, and thereby increase the
profitability of financial institutions. The question
arises that with the help of blockchain technology, the
same transaction can easily be done directly by both
the parties on a frictionless P2P basis, then why should
they go to financial institutions? On blockchain
platform, they can save the service charges and time,
and that may lead to disintermediation.

KYC

Accounting and auditing: Blockchain technology
makes accounting and auditing very simple as most
databases are snapshots of a particular time period.
Blockchain databases store their own transaction
history.

KYC, which is made mandatory in order to secure the
system and prevent money laundering, is a timeconsuming process to be followed by all banks with
every new client. With blockchain, duplication of work
ceases as independent verification of each client by
one bank or financial organization would be accessible
to other banks.

Cross-border transactions and benefits to the FI: For
cross-border transactions, financial institutions (FI)
still use the traditional network and techniques that
are costly, time consuming, complex and require
greater regulation to prevent frauds by intermediaries.
Blockchain technology will help financial institutions
to reduce the number of middlemen, transaction time,

Smart Contracts is another key area which is facilitated
by blockchain technology. All contracts can be
converted to a computer code, stored and replicated
on the system and supervised by the network of
computers that run the blockchain. The outcome
would be ledger feedback that will facilitate transfer of
money, product or services.

Figure 4: Application of Blockchain in Financial Services Sector
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Literature Review

merchants, brokerages, etc. The entire process from

This paper offers a systematic literature review of

establishing the terms of payments to goods delivery

potential use of blockchain technology in financial

to settlement of payments is well depicted through the

services. First, the researchers scanned through

process flow diagram. The report further explained the

existing literature containing the keywords

advantages which accrue like real time payment,

“Blockchain” or “financial service” or “banking” in the

transparency, risk minimization, elimination of

title, abstract, or keywords. To ensure that the search

intermediary, low transaction costs and ownership

was not too broad, the search was limited to articles

evidence. With the Blockchain concept embracing the

that also contained the keywords “finance” or

globe, the regulatory authorities and policy makers like

“financial services” in the title, abstract, or keywords.

European Commission, IMF, Sweden Central Bank,

We could identify a total of 243 research papers, cases

Bafin, FCA, US Federal Reserve are on their toes to

and articles as of November 2016. We further

ensure that there is no money laundering and new

screened all these articles and retained those of

digital payments are facilitated. The researchers have

interest to the current research. This reduced the

further elaborated on the multifarious risks -

original article base to 45 records.

technological risk, compliance risk, privacy and
security, compliance risk, counterparty and systemic,

Research by Treiblmaier, H. (2019) titled “Toward

behavioural and transition risk which Blockchain

More Rigorous Blockchain Research:

technology could encounter. The flip side of Blockchain

Recommendations for Writing Blockchain Case

technology is the concurrence on standardization and

Studies” has offered the basis for future research on

their versions, policies and interoperability in efficient

Blockchain. His paper adds value to both academia and

performance due to human error and using wallet

industry, to translate industry experience into theory

software. Blockchain technology would be a welcome

for giving better insight for future research.

step, but its adoption and implementation is a
herculean task due to the risks and challenges.

Vyasa Venkatesh, (2018) from Infosys Limited, in her
external document on “Blockchain adoption in

Ohnesorge, J. (2018), in his discussion paper “A Primer

financial services” has portrayed a clear picture of the

on Blockchain Technology and its Potential for

core features, scope, risks and challenges of

Financial Inclusion” has unfolded the concept of

Blockchain technology, which is gaining momentum

Blockchain, Tangle and distributed ledgers. Ten types

across the globe. After its introduction in 2009 as

of crypto currencies are shared. The functioning of

crypto currency, as per the 2016 World Economic

Bitcoin along with network forks and the future is well

Forum, the technology has been adopted by twenty

pointed out. The paper also covers the working of

four countries with a number of corporates filing

Ethereum and NEM 9, Ripple which is used for native

patents and banks across the globe are deliberating on

currency only; the high transaction capacity with no

its potential with mushrooming private start-ups in UK

transaction cost, IOTA etc. POW, PoS, PoI and voting-

and US like Bank of America, Barclay's, UBS, Bank of

style algorithms are well explained with examples. The

Scotland, Nasdaq and the like enabling Blockchain in

Venn diagram of distributed ledgers is well depicted

the financial space. Its applications sweep across

giving a comparative study of the distributed ledgers.

entities in the financial services domain like banks,

Sustainable development through financial inclusion,

exchanges, capital markets, hard and soft wallets,

national and international remittances seem to have a
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bright future through Blockchain technology. It has

researchers. Due to speed in transactions and quick

been emphasized that the payment gateway for the

settlement time, Blockchain technology is most suited

future would be Blockchain. The challenges of

for digital contracts, currencies, record keeping and

payments through crypto currencies vs. mobile

smart contracts. Despite the challenges of regulatory,

payments have also been discussed by the researcher

technological and business, the future of Blockchain

where the latter stands to gain at present. Apart from

technology looks promising.

the financial arena where Blockchain has made its
mark, the future of Blockchain - the powered land

Cocco. L et. al. (2017) assessed the “economic

registries taking place at The Republic of Georgia and

efficiency”, “operational efficiency”, and “service

Sweden has been deliberated upon. The potential risks

efficiency” of the bitcoin technology in depth in order

of security, privacy, volatility of crypto currencies and

to foray into Blockchain technology. For a sustainable

increase in overheads like electricity, etc are put forth

future, due to energy savings, Blockchain technology

by the researcher along with the measures to combat

could be the most favourable means for banking. The

them.

research paper “Banking on Blockchain: Costs Savings
Thanks to the Blockchain Technology” highlighted that

Lierman F. (2017), in his report, summarized the

most banks are taking the green path to accelerate

universally accepted network Blockchain, which could

growth. For an industry to be socially responsible,

reconcile transactions and is cryptography secured in

Blockchain technology could be the initiative due to its

his report “Blockchain technology in financial

speedy pace as the operational costs in the banking

institutions”. He has discussed the features of public

industry are extremely high. Blockchain technology

and private Blockchain. The researcher has deliberated

offers various advantages including lower cost and

on the usage, variation of Blockchain and its

lesser time for foreign exchange (FX) transfers,

acceptance across banks globally for various

facilitating banking payments and energy efficiency.

applications like payments, settlements, trade finance,

Transaction initiatives and lending money via the

etc. While its applicability for KYC, AML, WwFT are

Blockchain technology across the globe have been

highlighted, the challenges of the technology are also

undertaken by the biggest names of the banking

put forth. The researcher concludes that value

industry. The researchers have forecasted that with

addition of Blockchain and its advantage to the

implementation of Blockchain technology, banks will

customers would be the focus factors for its

save power to the tune of 70% and 50% on business

implementation.

operations and central operations respectively. The
example of DZ Bank AG (Frankfurt, Germany) has been

Lewis, R. et. al. (2017) in “Blockchain and financial

well cited for power consumption and carbon

market innovation” reinforced the Blockchain

footprint. The advantages and favourableness of

technology as a pioneering technology of database

Blockchain technology in the banking industry and

architecture. The key concepts of the distributed

capital market have been well portrayed by the

ledger are well explained diagrammatically with

researchers.

technology operations of the same. The applications of
both the permission-less and the permissioned

Jutila, L (2017), in her thesis of “The Blockchain

network as in financial markets, KYC and anti-money

technology and its applications in the financial sector”

laundering transactions are highlighted by the

detailed the key concepts of shared ledger. The
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technical description of blockchain, which is highly

advantage. With blockchain, the process would be

secure and reliable, but distributed, is highlighted. The

minimized and fool proof with universal visibility thus

Merkle tree is well explained by the researcher in the

scoring high with customers. The article “Will

first chapter. She further elaborates on the various

blockchain transform our banking customer

advantages of the use of this technology as being cost

experience” added that banks that adopted this

effective, minimizing risks and reducing the number of

technology would need to pilot the scheme with due

intermediaries in the financial sector. However, this

compliances and be oriented towards customers

technology is in its nascent stage; hence, it would take

rather than systems.

time to implement. Blockchain technology can be
applied to smart contracts, security markets, land

Biella, M. & Zinett, V. (2016), in their technical report

registries, information of valuables like art works,

on the banking system in “Blockchain Technology and

luxury items, etc. The last chapter of thesis throws light

Applications from a Financial Perspective”, have

on the changes expected in the banking sector, which

divided their article into chapters. The first chapter

is based on trust due to adoption of Blockchain

explains Blockchain as a time stamping system

technology. The entire financial system could be made

represented by the chain of all blocks, starting from the

more efficient and reliable by applying the technology

first block which comprises primarily of the

in the international payment system. Transparency in

participants, who perform transactions secured by

transactions is maintained. The researcher concludes

means of cryptographic signatures and a peer-to-peer

that most banks across the globe are joining hands to

network of nodes, designated to validate transactions

make Blockchain technology successful and various

and to participate in the consensus process. The

start-ups are in the foray to make a leap in the

researchers further spell out the varied types of

technology.

consensus protocols vital for building the blocks. The
architecture of Blockchain is simplified explaining the

Treleaven, P. et. al. (2017) addressed the future

two entities; participants and peer-to-peer network of

prospects and hurdles in the implementation of

nodes along with the consensus mechanism and the

Blockchain technology in the banking and financial

functional concepts in Chapter two. The pioneering

services sector. The basic elements of Blockchain, the

role of banks for permissioned networks and

distributed ledger and smart contracts are deliberated

integration for better customer access has been

upon along with the potential advantages of simplicity

discussed by the researchers. The payment flow chart,

and security of the technology usage. The impact of

both centralized and decentralized architecture,

the technology on private records, medical records,

interbank payments scheme with single and multiple

public records like land titles, vehicle registrations,

reserves, their advantages, and Credit letter workflow

passports, personal records including education

has been well described in the following chapter.

certificates and degrees, patents, etc. are addressed in

Similarly, the trading lifecycle workflow and timeline

the article on “Blockchain Technology in Finance”.

are well represented. Blockchain technology would
soon extend to other areas like identity cards,

U N I SYS ( 2 0 1 7 ) , fo c u s s e d o n t h e c u sto m e r

passports, driving licenses, KYC, etc.

centeredness of any business and emphasized that
blockchain technology could give the much required
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EY (2016), in their article “Chain reaction: how

companies (large, mid and small) across the globe,

blockchain technology could revolutionize the finance

each one is trying to grab its share in this arena. Players

function” elaborated on the building blocks of

are small, mid and large sized. Since the applicability of

Blockchain with simplicity and accuracy without

blockchain is immense in diverse areas, with its global

tampering any data in financial services. The report

adoption, start-ups are mushrooming to counter-

further states the breadth of expanse with examples

tackle it. There has been an increase in venture capital

like the ease of reporting for all types of reports, value

investments in Blockchain technology. Parallel with

added services due to inter-company transparency,

established global industry titans such as IBM and

reducing the reconciliation of transactions and

Softbank, American Express Company, Mizuho

maintaining financial standards in lesser time. It

Financial Group, Oracle Corporation, Alibaba Group

highlighted the fact that decision making in the core

Holding Ltd, Santander, UniCredit, Goldman Sachs and

areas of finance like budgeting, pricing, etc. could be

Barclays, UBS, NASDAQ, VISA, HSBC, BNP Paribas, Citi,

augmented due to Blockchain technology. The cost

RBS, Westpac, ANZ, USAA, Rabobank, ABN- AMRO,

benefit analysis clearly depicted that in spite of the

Lloyds Bank, Bank of America, Standard Chartered,

cost of migration being heavy, the benefits which

Credit Suisse, JP Morgan Chase, Deutsche Bank ING,

accrued far outlived it. It established numerous

Western Union, etc. are all exploring this area to carve

models through extensive literature, reviewed and

a niche for themselves.

explored the reasons why and when bubbles arise and
fade away. While many experts have contradictory

IBM commenced operations at its new office at

opinions on the future of bitcoin, the researchers

Munich to spearhead initiatives in blockchain. To

attempted to validate the justification of prices of the

develop its supply chain activities, it initiated a venture

three largest crypto currencies by market cap i.e.

with Kinno, a Finnish firm. "Businesses can share IoT

Bitcoin, Ripple and Bitcoin Cash by understanding the

data in a secure, private blockchain to reduce the costs

nature of investment in which they were taken and the

and complexities of doing business across a network of

risk-return of all investment classes have been

people and goods. This capability is fully integrated

calculated.

into IBM Blockchain." Likewise, the American
multinational investment bank initiated a new division

Global scenario

Quorum, for research in Blockchain technology.

As per the PWC Global blockchain survey of 2018

Closely following this, Goldman Sachs group foraged

across fifteen countries, it was concluded that around

ahead to be a leader in crypto currency adoption

84% of the respondents believed that they were keen

among Wall Street competitors.

on blockchain technology and were involved in some
stage - 20% in research, 10% on pilot, 32% in the

Blockchain technology is becoming critical for

development stage, 15% on going live. The survey

organizations for data security. Apart from reputed

further revealed that currently the leaders in

names, which are the frontrunners in Blockchain

blockchain projects were US (29%), China (18%), and

technology, other leading blockchain development

Australia (7%). However, in the coming future, China

companies that continue to strive in this sphere are:

would be the hub, surpassing US and Europe in

Leeway Hertz which offers customized services in

blockchain activity. Not only has blockchain

every facet of blockchain technology. With their

technology attracted attention of all kinds of

expertise in Ethereum, Consensys provides Ethereum
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developers with resources and tools. Blockchain

New businesses in India are trying different things with

Intelligence Group provides consultancy to build

Blockchain innovation. Some of the top blockchain

applications. Chroma Way is a global industry leader in

companies in India are:

real estate and finance, and delivers smart contracts

• Somish

solutions. Likewise, there are numerous IT companies

• The Nine Hertz

like Techracers, SoluLab, Espeo Venture Aviator,

• Appiness Interactive

Sparkbit, Intellectsoft, Altorosetc that are captains in

• Leeway Hertz

their respective areas in blockchain technology.

• Pixel Crayons
• Prolitus

India will become a promising destination for

• Hash Code Programmers

Blockchain technology around 2023, as per PWC.

• Minddeft

"Success of blockchain adoption will depend on the

• Sphinx Solutions

ability of the proponents/network to increase trust

• MobiWeb Technologies

amongst themselves on the assets they transact on,"

• Open Xcell

said Sreeram Ananthasayanam, Partner, PwC India.
"The approach for India is no different - and it is indeed

Conclusion

possible for India to be in the leadership ranks of

The development of Blockchain is indeed a gigantic

blockchain in the next five years, with the right amount

stride to improve the overall business process in the

of industry and government participation," he said.

financial sector and other areas. The technology can

The Indian financial system is also witnessing extensive

be helpful to generate value to the business by

use of blockchain technology. Financial transactions

encouraging permissioned commercial applications.

are the toughest to track; hence, the first area of

Short-term focus of management should be on

adoption would be the banking, finance and allied

reducing cost to create transformative business

areas in India. Some of the leading Indian banks that

models. The three prominent advantages of

have initiated the technology are: RBI - The apex bank

blockchain facilitating business would be storing

of India through the IIDRBT is working on the use of

digital records, exchanging digital assets and executing

blockchain for the banking system. SBI has yet to

smart contracts. Although the system is yet not robust

initiate blockchain for smart contracts or KYC. Yes Bank

enough and fool proof, its potential is enormous, and it

is in the process of using blockchain for a pilot project

will have a tremendous impact on trust and

for invoices before disbursing working capital loans.

transparency in business activities. Blockchain is at the

Axis Bank plans to use blockchain for corporate trade

brink of becoming extensively used in industry and its

remittances. Apart from trade remittance, ICICI Bank is

future appears promising. Tailormade strategies using

working to create a closed-loop wallet, which will be

this technology for market position and market

used for 'within campus' transactions.

solutions will become the norm.
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